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Abstract: The rapid increase in the number of mobile phones and IoT devices connected to the network reduces the
bandwidth of the Internet communication channel, and as a result, delays occur in the delivery of data processed in
remote clouds. Edge computing systems (cloudlet, fog computing, etc.) are used to eliminate resource shortages, energy
consumption, and communication channel delays in mobile devices. Edge computing systems place processing devices
(computers) close to users. Cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing is widely used to reduce delays in communication
channels and energy consumption in mobile devices. Selection of the most suitable cloudlet allowing users to run
applications fast in cloud is still a considerable problem. This paper proposes a strategy for the selection of highperformance cloudlets providing fast solutions, considering the complexity of application (file type). It offers a method
for cloudlet selection out of large number of cloudlets with different technical capabilities providing faster processing of
user application. The timing of user applications in cloudlets with different technical capabilities (operating frequency,
number of cores, volume of RAM, etc.) also varies. The proposed method provides faster solution for the user
application. User applications are grouped by type of application, and a set of cloudlets are clustered by the number of
groups. Clustering is performed first by the parameters corresponding to the operating frequency of the cloudlets, then
by the number of cores and the volume of RAM. The proposed method reduces energy consumption of mobile devices
by providing faster processing of applications. Thus, the proposed strategy provides an energy consumption reduction
on mobile devices, faster processing of results and decrease of network delays.
Index Terms: Mobile cloud computing, edge computing, cloudlet, power consumption, communication channel, file
types, network delays, communication channel bandwidth, cluster.

1. Introduction
Mobile phones have become an irreplaceable part of our daily lives. With the development of mobile computing
infrastructure, the number of mobile phone users has also increased intensely. People use mobile devices to prepare
documents, watch movies, make online purchases, play games, use social networks, email services, browse websites,
and so on. Mobile phone users can also get the Internet access anytime, and anywhere.
Mobile devices have limited computing, memory, and power resources, which hinders implementing complex
software systems that require large computing and memory resources. Recently used applications by mobile users
require large computing and memory resources. Performing such tasks on mobile devices cause some problems. The
centralized mobile cloud computing services are widely used to solve these problems. Mobile cloud computing is a
network infrastructure that processes and stores mobile users’ data outside (cloud servers) the mobile devices
(smartphones). Cloud technologies provide mobile users with sufficient computing and memory resources by running
the tasks on a cloud platform (cloud servers). When tasks are solved on remote cloud servers of centralized cloud
computing, there occur delays in data processing and delivery to the user as a result of network overload (due to
reduced network bandwidth). Simultaneously, when tasks are resolved on a remote server, the power resources of
mobile phones are rapidly depleted due to network delays.
Recently, due to the rapid increase in the number of mobile users using the network, the remoteness of cloud
servers and loading of the Internet network there occur delays in delivering the processed data to the user. Edge
computing systems (cloudlet, fog computing, edge computing, etc.) located close to the user of computing cloud
resources are widely used to eliminate the mentioned problems (rapid data processing, lack of resources, power
consumption, and delays in communication channels, etc.). Cloudlet computing systems are used to overcome the
limitations of mobile phones related to computing and memory resources, and to reduce network latency and power
consumption in mobile phones. Cloudlet (small computing clouds) is a set of devices (servers, laptops, tablets, etc.)
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connected to the base stations of the mobile computing network, which provides faster delivery of information to the
user than the remote cloud servers. Cloudlet network allows mobile users to use the resources of cloudlets connected to
nearby base stations via Wi-Fi or 3G/4G communication channels. So, the task execution time is shorter than that of
remote cloud servers. Moreover, as in computing clouds, the technical capabilities of cloudlets are higher than those of
mobile devices, and this allows software applications to be processed in cloudlets that cannot be processed on a mobile
device. Thus, the creation of cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing to solve these problems is a relevant issue.

2. Challenges and Goal of the Work
According to Global No.1 Business Data Platform, the number of smartphone users is estimated to reach 3.8
billion in 2021, and their monthly Internet traffic to be 12 GB/month in 2022 [1]. Demonstrated figures will cause
problems in the provision of efficient cloud services to users as a result of overloaded network of centralized cloud
computing. The placement of cloud computing resources close to the user is necessary to overcome this shortcoming.
The user’s software supplements (tasks) are uploaded from remote cloud servers to computers located close to the user,
which solves these problems rapidly. Recently, cloudlet networks based on mobile networks have been widely used for
rapid data processing. Cloudlet computing networks is a cloud computing model that performs data processing and
application execution not in the cloud, but in computing nodes at the network edge (as close as possible to the user).
Cloudlet and cloud computing operates in an integrated manner to each other. Cloudlet computing nodes are physically
closer to users than centralized data processing centers, so they can be connected faster and process the tasks more
rapidly.
The computer devices used in the formation of cloudlet networks have various technical capabilities. In existing
cloudlet-based mobile computing networks, the application required by the user is accessed from the cloud servers to
the cloudlet network Resource Control Center (RCC) and is redirected and executed to any cloudlet with free resources.
The type of application software (complexity level) and the selection of the corresponding cloudlet are not analyzed.
However, if level-complexity applications (requiring large computing and memory resources) are implemented and
solved on computers with low technical capabilities, then the processing time of the task is extended, and therefore, the
power consumption of the mobile device increases. For the reduction of energy consumption, high-complexity
applications should be implemented in cloud with high technical capabilities, which reduces the time to solve the task.
First, the type (complexity level) of the user application is determined and a corresponding cloudlet with high technical
capabilities is selected. Problems to be solved in the article:
•
•
•

to reduce energy consumption of mobile devices.
to provide fast processing of tasks.
to select cloudlets according to the type of application.

Thus, the article proposes a strategy (mathematical model) to solve the above problems:
▪
▪
▪

Grouping the applications according to types (degree of complexity).
Developing an algorithm that ensures the sequence arrangement of cloudlets.
Clustering the cloudlets according to technical capabilities.

The proposed strategy can reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices and delays in application processing
by uploading applications to cloudlets according to the complexity level.

3. Related Work
In some studies, edge computing between mobile users and cloud servers have been analyzed to reduce energy
consumption and network delays in mobile devices [2-4]. In a cloud-based mobile computing system, the efficient
distribution issue of mobile users’ tasks among multiple cloudlets was considered [5]. The paper [6] proposes the joint
optimization method for network delays and energy efficiency in mobile devices. The studies [7-10] focus on the usage
of mobile cloud computing to solve problems (resource scarcity and power consumption, network latency, etc.) that
require large computing and memory resources on mobile devices. Some studies demonstrate that mobile users’
software reduces energy consumption on mobile devices by migrating them from cloud servers to cloudlets [11-12].
The paper [13] collects and analyzes the latest power-based offload protocols and architectures, as well as scheduling
and balancing algorithms used for cloud green computing. This review compares system architectures by identifying
their most notable advantages and disadvantages. Existing support structures are classified and compared based on the
stage of the task offloading. The paper [14] analyzes the delays in the delivery of results to users in the solution of the
problems on cloud servers. The usage of cloudlets is recommended to eliminate delays. Several studies [15-17] show
that the usage of edge computing systems reduces the energy consumption of the user device. This paper [18] analyzes
how to protect user data in mobile cloud. In terms of objectives, this study is a comprehensive analysis of existing
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methods that can be used to effectively protect data in MCC. In addition, this work will provide an advanced roadmap
for the research and development communities to make the right choice of the proposed approach. An energy-efficient
scheduling strategy for the cloud is proposed in [19], where the virtual machines (VMs) are allocated, migrated, and
canceled dynamically to make the cloud scalable. Some studies explore the user’s location to improve service quality
and reduce costs and focus on the placement tasks of mobile users in cloudlets based on location [20]. The paper [21]
explores the issues of energy consumption reduction in mobile devices using cloudlets. In [22], the balanced
distribution issue of resources in the cloudlet network is analyzed, considering the users’ mobility, and proposes an
algorithm. This paper [23] addresses security issue by proposing usage of obfuscation and encryption techniques to
scramble the data at IoT devices which is later stored in encrypted form at cloud server. The work [24] presents the
development of a method for choosing a cloud computing platform for serving government agencies, which will form
the digital government in the future. The paper [25] proposes mathematical models of the process of information
interaction between a set of subjects (IoT devices) and a base station in the 5G-IoT ecosystem. The studied process, in
this case, is represented by a queuing system with a flow of new incoming requests with needs for the desired volumes
of system resources and a flow of service signals, the receipt of which initiates redefinition of allocated for received
incoming requests volumes of system resources. In [26], a multi-layered computing model was proposed to increase the
productivity of mobile devices using mobile cloud computing systems. The paper [27] analyzes the reduction of energy
consumption and delays in solving problems by the usage of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) technologies at
computing nodes located near mobile devices. In several studies [28], the creation of cloudlets by mobile users near
base stations is considered. In [29], a cloudlet allocation method is proposed for improving QoS of the system. The
paper [30] discusses the placement of user software applications in nearby cloudlets. The paper [31] proposes an
algorithm for the selection of a cloudlet, providing optimal distribution of problems between cloudlets and rapid
solution of problems. The study [32] analyzes the reduction problems of the energy consumption of mobile devices and
elimination of delays in communication channels by solving complex computing and memory resource-intensive tasks
in the cloud nearby the user. The study [33] proposes the development of algorithms for sharing the resources of cloud
servers. The paper [34] explores the problem of reducing delays by reducing the number of communication channels
and ensuring that users’ tasks are solved in the cloudlets closest to them. A dynamic offloading strategy for cloudlet is
proposed in [35] for reducing the energy consumption. [36] considers the selection problems of the most convenient
cloudlet out of the numerous available cloudlets according to the type of mobile user application. The paper [37]
considers the creation of a cloudlet network infrastructure in the Wireless Metropolitan Area Network environment and
highlights the prediction of deployment of cloudlets near certain base stations.

Fig.1. Cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing architecture

4. Cloudlet-based Mobile Cloud Computing Architecture
The architecture of hierarchically structured cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing is shown in Figure 1 [9, 30].
Components of Cloudlet-based mobile computing networks are mobile phones, base stations (4G / 5G, Wi-Fi), cloudlet
networks, Internet networks, cloud computing. Level 1 contains the servers of the cloud computing system, Level 2 is
called the mobile network layer and consists of mobile operators, base stations, connected cloudlets, and the Resource
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Control Center. Level 3 consists of heterogeneous mobile phones (smartphones). According to the mobile user request,
the software is called to the cloudlet network from remote servers via RCC and its solution is implemented by
downloading to the appropriate cloudlets. RCC provides mobile users with services such as home agent (HA) stored in
the database and AAA (authentication, authorization, and accounting) based on subscriber information. RCC contains
information about the location of cloudlets and their technical capabilities. The data identifiers (IDs) of cloudlets and
mobile users are stored in the RCC in the data table form, and redirects applications to vacant cloudlets in the network
according to the user request, resolves and communicates the results to the user. RCC collects information about the
technical characteristics of the computer equipment used to create cloudlets (processor frequency, number of cores,
number of virtual machines, memory capacity, etc.) and about which cloudlet is located near the mobile network users.
The control server located in the RCC on the basis of the data table determines the cloudlet where the problem of the
mobile user is solved. The central server in RCC also provides inter-cloud or user-cloud data exchange.
Simultaneously, the control center contains information about the computer equipment used to create cloudlets.
Thus, mobile network users download and resolve applications to the cloudlets closest to them, which in turn release the
network from overloading. This architecture can partially solve some of the mentioned problems (problem-solving time,
power consumption, delays in the communication channel, interruptions, etc.). Advantages of cloudlets include rapid
access to the service, support for mobility, reduction of roaming costs. Thus, considering the complexity of the problem,
the selection of the appropriate cloudlet and the problem-solving time provide energy savings for mobile devices and
reduce network delays. Therefore, according to the received request, the placement of the software applications called
from the cloud servers in the cloudlet providing the user’s requirements is important.

5. The Method for the Selection of Cloudlets According to the Types of Applications
The paper focuses on a solution problem of efficient use of cloudlets resources located near the base stations of
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMAN). Considering the size of WMANs, incorrect placement of user tasks in
the cloud can lead to processing delays and there occur delays in delivering the results to the user. We should place
cloud computing resources close to the user to overcome this shortcoming. In this case, cloudlets process requests
rapidly and allow mobile devices to use less power.
Before choosing a cloud, you need to inspect the network and determine the status. Thus, after the inspection in the
RCC, we can find information about the technical characteristics of the cloudlets, and when the request is received, we
can determine in which cloudlet the problem is solved rapidly.
Potential cloudlets should be evaluated by RCC when deciding whether to place the software tool in any cloudlet.
Some criteria (high technical capabilities, availability of free resources, etc.) should be considered in the selection of the
cloudlet during the evaluation.
To find the most suitable application from the cloudlets and download it is still a substantial problem for the user.
The study proposes the selection of a cloudlet providing rapid processing of the user application from numerous
cloudlets with different technical capabilities. The problem-solving time of user applications in cloudlets with different
technical capabilities also varies. Therefore, the selection of the most convenient cloudlet among the various cloudlets
according to the type of application used by the user is recommended. Using the proposed method, we ensure a
reduction in the energy consumption of mobile devices by providing rapid implementation of programs.
Thus, the accurate selection of cloudlets according to the type of applications used by users eliminates the abovementioned problems. Due to the type of application to be used, the cloud selection method which solves the problem
rapidly among other cloudlets reduces energy consumption on mobile devices, network delays. For instance, the types
of applications to be used (downloaded) can be classified as follows [36]:
1. Application software group (AS1) requiring large computing and memory resources: algebra, numerical,
operational research, graph theory, translate, cryptography, etc.
2. Application software group (AS2) requiring average computing and memory resources: game, web service,
health, banking services, etc.
3. Application software group (AS3) requiring low computing and memory resources: file creation, sorting,
searching, file conversion, etc.
A cloudlet-based mobile computing network is composed of numerous cloudlets based on non-homogeneous
computers (servers, desktops, notebooks, etc.). Information on the technical capabilities of the computer equipment
used in the creation of cloudlets is placed in the form of a table in the RCC. The cloudlets set are also grouped
according to the number of groups of applications used. In our case, we divide cloudlets into three groups. The
computer equipment included in the C1 cloudlet set has high technical capabilities. The computer equipment included
in the C2 cloudlet set has average technical capabilities. Computer equipment included in the C3 cloudlet set has low
technical capabilities.
▪

C1 cloudlet set - is based on computers with technical capabilities in the following figure range: (CPU: 2.2 -
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3.5 GHz, number of cores: 12-24, RAM: 16-32 GB)
C2 cloudlet set - is based on computers with technical capabilities in the following numbers range: (CPU: 1.82.4 GHz, number of cores: 8-12, RAM: 6-12 GB, etc.)
C3 cloudlet cluster is created on the basis of computers with technical capabilities in the following numbers
range: (CPU: 1.2-2.0 GHz, number of cores: in the range of 1-6, RAM: in the range of 2-6 GB)

Thus, we group users' software according to the degree of complexity, and cloudlets according to their technical
characteristics. Considering the request of the user, RIM selects the cloudlet according to the type of its application.
Cloudlet network infrastructure is dynamic. That is, new cloudlets can be added to this structure or disconnected from
the network. Therefore, to the arrangement of the cloudlets in the RCC according to certain parameters (computing
power, frequency, number of cores, etc.) and the selection of a cloudlet from set of cloudlets in the sequence alignment
of the software takes a long time. Because the addition or opening of a new cloudlet requires re-creating the sequence
alignment. Due to the proposed method, clusters of cloudlets are created according to the technical characteristics, the
user's request is directed to the appropriate cluster, and the selection time of the cloudlet is reduced several times.
If there doesn’t exist any vacant virtual machines in the C1 cloudlet, the task is directed to the C2 cloudlet set. In
general, if there doesn’t exist any vacant resources in the cloudlet sets, the solution is kept in standby mode by RCC.
When vacant resources appear in the appropriate cloudlet set, the task is redirected to it. Thus, the selection of the
appropriate cloudlet in solving the user’s task reduces the solution time, energy consumption, delays. Considering the
above-mentioned, the following model has been proposed to reduce energy consumption and network delays in mobile
devices.
The selection of one of the thousands of cloudlets that provide rapid processing of the user’s software (task) and
provide a solution is a great problem. The selection process is time-consuming and may not provide a rapid solution to
the task in the selected cloudlet. If the cloudlet to be selected is chosen from N different cloudlets, then these cloudlets
should be arranged in the RCC according to the computing power, frequency, number of cores, memory size, etc. The
sequence alignment can simplify the search for the necessary cloudlet. Let’s look at the algorithm that ensures the
sequence alignment of cloudlets.
Let's enter the following indices:
N- the total number of cloudlets in a sequence alignment;
M- the number of comparison operations used in the selection of cloudlets;
Ri – the computing power (frequency) of the i-th cloudlet;
Cj – j-th cloudlet;
Z- backup address to store temporarily removed cloudlets;
i, j, k, l - are the indices used in the algorithm.
If there we have n cloudlets, the following algorithm (Sequence Alignment Algorithms) can be used to obtain their
sequence alignment:
Step_1: Start;
Step _2: i=2;
Step _3: j=1;
Step _4: If Ri<Rj, go to step 5, otherwise go to step 9;
Step _5: j=j+1;
Step _6: If j<i, go to step 4, otherwise go to step 7;
Step _7: i=i+1;
Step _8: If i<N, go to step 3, otherwise go to end;
Step _16: End;
Step _9: Z=Cj;
Step _10: k=i-j;
Step _11: l=1;
Step _12: Ci-(l-1)=Ci-l;
Addım_13: l=l+1;
Step _14: If l<k, you should go to step 12, otherwise go to step 15
Step _15: Ci=Z, go to step 7:
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the Sequence Alignment Algorithms of cloudlets.

This algorithm function can be stated by the following Delphi fragment (subroutine):
Procedure Tform1. Alignment;
We have
i, j, k, l: integer;
Label Lab_03, Lab_04, Lab_05, Lab_07, Lab_12;
Start
i := 2;
Lab_03:
j:= 1;
Lab_04:
If R [i] < R [j] then go to Lab_05;
Z := R [j];
Z_F:=C[j];
k := i-j;
L:=1;
Lab_12:
R[i-(l-1)]:=R[i-l];
C[i-(l-1)]:=C[i-l];
l:=l+1;
If l< k then go to Lab_12;
R[i]:=z;
C[i]:=Z_F;
Goto lab_07;
Lab_05:
j:=j+1;
If j<i then go to Lab_07;
Goto Lab_04;
Lab_07:
i:=i+1;
if i<I then Go to Lab_Fin;
Goto Lab_03;
Lab_Fin:
End; // end of proc.
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Analysis of the Sequence Alignment Algorithms shows that when there are N cloudlets, should be performed 𝑀 =
(𝑁−1)∗𝑁
1 + 2 + ⋯ + (𝑁 − 1) =
comparison operations. Therefore, the time selection of one of the N cloudlets can be
2

written as a function 𝑇(𝑁), 𝑀 =

(𝑁−1)∗𝑁
2

.

(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝑁
𝑇(𝑁) = 𝐹(𝑀) = 𝐹(1 + 2 + ⋯ + (𝑁 − 1)) = 𝐹(
)
2
The F function in this formula can usually be written as a linear function. Given the difficulty of searching for a
large number of cloudlets, as mentioned above, it can be divided into several approximately equal parts in a certain
order. In this case, less operation is required to search for a cloud from a small set. If the set of cloudlets is divided into
approximately equal parts by k, the number of operations can be reduced by k squares. Thus,
𝑁

𝑀𝑘 =

𝑁

( 𝑘 −1)∗ 𝑘

and

2

𝑁

𝑁

( 𝑘 −1)∗ 𝑘

𝑇(𝑀𝑘 ) = 𝐹(𝑀𝑘 ) = 𝐹(

2

).

You can see how many times the number of operations decreased by the following limit.
(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝑁
1
𝑁 2 (1 − )
𝑁2 − 𝑁
𝑁2 − 𝑁 2
2
𝑁
lim
= lim
= lim
𝑘 = lim
𝑘2 = 𝑘2
𝑁 𝑁→∞ 𝑁 2 𝑁 𝑁→∞ 𝑁 2 − 𝑘𝑁
𝑘
𝑁→∞ 𝑁
𝑁→∞ 2
( − 1) ∗
𝑁 (1 − )
−
𝑘
𝑘
𝑁
𝑘2 𝑘
2
1

𝑘

If the indices and approach N infinity, the value of the limit becomes 𝑘 2 when it goes to zero.
𝑁
𝑁
If N number of cloudlets are divided into a set of cloudlets C1, C2 and C3 as shown above, the number of
operations for the selection of the required cloudlet can be significantly reduced.
Suppose that the number of cloudlets included in each of the separated cloudlets is equal to one-third of N (because
it is divided into three parts). It can be achieved that the number of cloudlets in the separated clusters is approximately
𝑁
equal to . In this case, the number of comparison operations in each newly divided set should be
3

𝑗

𝑀 =

𝑁
𝑁
( 3 − 1) ∗ 3
2

The maximum time for the selection of a cloudlet from this set can be written as
𝑁

𝑁

( 3 −1)∗ 3

𝐹(𝑀 𝑗 ) = 𝐹(

2

) .

(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝑁
1
9𝑁 2 (1 − )
𝑁2 − 𝑁
9(𝑁 2 − 𝑁)
2
𝑁
lim
= lim
= lim
= lim
=9
𝑁 𝑁→∞ 𝑁 2 𝑁 𝑁→∞ 𝑁 2 − 3𝑁
3
𝑁→∞ 𝑁
𝑁→∞
( 3 − 1) ∗ 3
𝑁 2 (1 − )
−
𝑁
9
3
2
1

3

Since the indices and go to zero when approaches N infinity, the value of the limit is equal to 9.
𝑁
𝑁
This shows that if the number of cloudlets is large enough, the number of operations performed for the selection of
a cloudlet from one of the separated clusters will be nine times less after dividing the cloudlets into three equal clusters.
This shows the advantage of the clustering operation.
Let's look at the following patterns to illustrate this. Let, N = 3000 is the total number of cloudlets.
For simplicity in the separated 3 (three) cloudlet clusters, the number of cloudlets is taken in the cluster equal to
𝑁
each other, then = 1000. Then, the time to select one of the cloudlets clusters of N=3000 according to the type of
3

application will be 𝑀 =

(𝑁−1)∗𝑁
2

=

(3000−1)3000
2

= 4498500 (it is necessary to perform a comparison operation). And
𝑁

( −1)∗

𝑁

(

3000

−1)∗

3000

3
3
the time to select one of the cloudlets clusters of N=1000 will be 𝑀 𝑗 = 3
= 3
= 499500 (comparison
2
2
operation is required). If cloudlets are clustered as k=3, then the number of selection operations can be reduced by
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𝑀

4498500

𝑘 2 = 9 time. Thus, 𝑀 𝑗 =
≈ 9,006.
𝑀
499500
So, presented difficulties for selection of the required cloudlet from a large number of cloudlets can be divided into
several clusters according to a certain rule (according to technical characteristics). In this case, less operation is required
to search for a cloud from a separated small set. In our example, as a result of clustering, the time spent on selecting the
cloudlet will be reduced by 9 (nine) times.
Considering this, we should reduce the time spent searching and cluster the number of cloudlets to select the
correct cloudlet.
Clustering should be carried out in two directions:
•
•

Clustering the software by their type (format) (as mentioned above)
Clustering the cloudlet sets based on the technical characteristics of the computers involved in creating
cloudlets.

If you solve the software in cloudlets with different technical capabilities, the high-tech cloudlet solves the
problem rapidly. Let’s look at the clustering issue according to different technical characteristics of cloudlets:
If, x and y (cloudlets) are two cloudlets entering in one, two, or a combination of the sets C1, C2 or C3 described
above, the distance between them (d-metrics) may be one of the metrics that satisfy the following properties:
1. d ( x, y )  0 non-negative property;
2. The equality d ( x, y ) = 0 is satisfied only if the cloudlets x and y have the same characteristics. The
characteristics of any cloudlet create a vector. The distance from the vector to itself is zero;
3. d ( x, y ) = d ( y, x) symmetric property;
4. d ( x, y )  d ( y, z ) + d ( z, x) triangular property.
The following metrics are used in practical applications.
•

Minkowski metric
1/ q

 n
q 
d ( x, y ) =   xi − yi 
 i =1


•

where q is a positive integer.

Euclidean metric
d ( x, y ) =

n

 (x
i =1

i

− yi ) 2

As seen, Minkowski and Euclidean metrics are analogous to each other. If, q=2 the Minkowski metric transforms
to the Euclidean metric.
•

Maximum metric

d ( x, y) = max in=1 xi − yi
•

The modified Manhattan distance is equal to the average value of the modulus of the corresponding
characteristic differences.
d ( xˆ, yˆ ) =

1 n
 xi − yi
n i =1

Any of the metrics shown or not shown here can be used to cluster the cloudlet sets. However, calculations may be
simpler when using the Manhattan metric. Simultaneously, as numerous parameters (frequency, number of cores,
memory, etc.) are used to create clusters, the usage of the Manhattan metric would be more appropriate. So, if a
characteristic of cloudlets is used, the metrics can be written as follows:
𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑥1 − 𝑦1 )
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Here, a selected characteristic of the x and y cloudlets, which calculates the distance between 𝑥1 and 𝑦1 for instance,
the frequency of the CPU. If the number of nuclei is added to the formula [1],
1

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑2𝑖=1 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )

(2)

2

If all 3 characteristics are used, then the distance between the clouds can be calculated as the following formula (3):
1

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑3𝑖=1 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )

(3)

3

However, it is obvious that the selected characteristics are of different nature and prices are very various. For the
elimination of this difference, the values of the characteristics should be normalized. For this purpose, the maximum
value of the j-th characteristic for all sets is found. Let's call this
𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximum. The maximum of the J-th characteristics.
The value of the corresponding characteristic of ∀ 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶1 ∪ 𝐶2 ∪ 𝐶3 cloudlet is changed as
𝑥𝑗 = 𝑥𝑗 / 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
𝑥𝑗 ∈ [0,1]. Then, a cluster can be formed by performing comparison operations. For the first cluster
𝑘1 = ∅ , let’s take the cloudlet x which is chosen as the center of the cluster, and any d1 as the diameter of the
cluster.
For ∀ 𝑦 ∈ 𝐶1 ∪ 𝐶2 ∪ 𝐶3 cloudlets to belong to the first cluster
𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑑1 condition must be satisfied. If this condition is satisfied, then 𝑘1 = 𝑘1 ∪ {𝑦}.
Thus, the first cluster is formed. Other clusters can be formed in an analogous way. After the formulation of all the
necessary clusters, they can be renamed as desired. Each cluster contains cloudlets close to the cloudlet selected as the
center.
Let’s show a computer model of cluster formulation (let’s show it with a visual pattern). Computers with the
specifications given above will be used to create sets C1, C2 and C3. Let’s normalize three technical characteristics of
computers with different units of measurement (0-1 range). Normalized values (maximum frequency value - 3.3 Ghs,
maximum number of cores - 24, maximum memory capacity - 32 GB) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

Maximum values of
characteristics
CPU Max. 3,5 Ghs
Core number Max 24
RAM Max. 32 Gb

Cluster 1
Technical
Normalized.
characteristics.
2,2–3,5
0,628–1
12–24
0,5–1
16–32
0,5–1

Cluster 2
Technical
Normalized.
characteristics.
1,8–2.4
0,514–0,685
8–12
0,33–0,5
6–8
0,18–0,25

Cluster 3
Technical
Normalized.
characteristics.
1,2–2,0
0,342–0,571
1–6
0,04–0.25
2–6
0,06–0,18

Let’s look at how to formulate a metric d (x, y) for the formulation of a cluster C1: First, the processor frequency is
used to create the cluster. First, we define the interval of the CPU - 0.628 -1 and then determine the center of the
interval. Then a set of clusters is defined accordingly. As shown in Table 1, cloudlets with the same frequencies can be
in different clusters, so the set of cloudlets (cluster C1) can be accurately determined using the second characteristic
(number of cores) and then the third characteristic (memory).
If, we first determine the center (𝑀𝑇 ) according to the first characteristic of the cluster C1 then,
𝑀𝑇 =

1 + 0,628
= 0,814
2

𝑟𝑇 =

1 − 0,628
= 0,186
2

The radius (𝑟𝑇 ) is

If it is intended to create a cluster using only one characteristic, cloudlets that satisfy the following inequality of
the frequency characteristic can be included in the cluster:
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𝑎𝑏𝑠(0,814 − 𝑦1 ) ≤ 0,186
Moreover, a cluster can be created according to the core. Let’s determine the center and radius of the cluster
created by the core:
𝑀𝑁 =

1 + 0,5
= 0,75
2

𝑟𝑁 =

1 − 0,5
= 0,25
2

If it is intended to create a cluster using cores, the cloudlets that satisfy the following inequality of the core
characteristic can be included in the cluster:
𝑎𝑏𝑠(0,75 − 𝑦2 )) ≤ 0,25
Maybe the created cluster (C1) includes some cloudlets used in the C 2 set (for instance, by frequency). The
second characteristic (number of cores) can be used to create a cluster (C1) to remove the cloudlets (other
characteristics that do not match) that are included in cluster C1 by frequency.
If it is intended to create a two-dimensional cluster, the center of the cluster will be at 𝑀(0,814; 0,75) point. The
𝑟 +𝑟
0,186+0,25
radius of this cluster can be calculated as 𝑟 = 𝑇 𝑁 =
= 0,218. In this case, the cloudlets that satisfy the
2
2
following inequalities of the selected characteristics are included in the cluster.
Let’s look at creating a cluster using cloudlets satisfying the condition ((𝑎𝑏𝑠(0,814 − 𝑦1 ) ≤
0,186) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑎𝑏𝑠 (0,75 − 𝑦2 )) ≤ 0,25) of the first cluster (C1.
1
A cluster created on the basis of two criteria can be formed from clusters that satisfy the condition (𝑎𝑏𝑠(0,814 −
2
𝑦1 ) + 𝑎𝑏𝑠(0,75 − 𝑦2 )) ≤ 0,218.
In this case, the obtained cluster is in the form of a rectangle ABCD (Figure 3). Thus, cloudlets on two parameters
(frequency and number of cores) inside the rectangle ABCD form a set of cloudlets C1. A square is used to select a
cloudlet with higher technical capabilities than the cloudlets in this set.

Fig.3. Two-dimensional (with 𝑟𝑇 radius) cluster.

So, in some cases, 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑇 = 0,186 can be taken, because of 𝑟𝑇 < 𝑟𝑁 . In this case, the inequality to be satisfied
1
will be 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡( (𝑠𝑞𝑟(0,814 − 𝑦1 ) + 𝑠𝑞𝑟(0,75 − 𝑦2 ))) ≤ 0,186.
2
The obtained cluster will be in the form of a square A 'B' C 'D' inside the rectangle ABCD (Figure 3). The circle
radius is used to select cloudlets with higher technical characteristics from the cloudlets included in the square cluster.
Thus, cluster C1 contains cloudlets with high technical characteristics that enter a circle with an equal radius ( 𝑟𝑇 =
0,186) (Figure 3). As observed in the figure, the user solves the problem by selecting one of the vacant cloudlets
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inside the circle with radius 𝑟𝑇 = 0,186. Also, clustering can be implemented using parameter 3 (memory) to provide
rapid processing of the problem in the cloudlet set. According to the three parameters, the distance between the
cloudlets can be calculated as follows:
3

1
𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )
3
𝑖=1

If three characteristics are used, a sphere is obtained instead of a circle. If there doesn’t exist a vacant resource in
cluster C1, the software execution goes into standby mode or the search is performed in cluster C2 or cluster C3.
Thus, by increasing the number of parameters, we can create a cluster that provides rapid processing of the
application problem, and reduce the time to select the cloudlet according to the software format several times.

6. Evaluation of Experimental Results
Considering the complexity of mobile users’ software applications, the comparison of problem-solving times by
placing them in appropriate cloudlets was analyzed. The experiment was conducted on cloudlets with various technical
capabilities created in the AzScienceNet science computer network of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences.
For the experiment, three computer equipment with the following technical capabilities of the clusters (C1, C2, C3)
have been used:
•
•
•

Cloudlet included in the C1 cloudlet set: Intel Xeon E5 - 2650, 2.3 Ghs, core-16, RAM - 32 GB.
Cloudlet included in the C2 cloudlet set: Intel Core i7, 2.2 Ghs, core-8, RAM - 8 GB.
Cloudlet included in the C3 cloudlet set: ASUS Zenbook, Intel Core i5, 1.8 Ghs, core-2, RAM - 4 GB.

As the experiments were conducted within the corporate network, the uploading of the issue to the cloudlets,
obtaining the results, and delays in the network were not considered. Also, the experiment considered the solution of
problems included in the clustering of applications with a high degree of complexity. For the conduction of the
experiment, the multiplication issues of matrices of size 10000x10000 using the packaged software MATLAB R2020b
was considered.
Via the experiments, it is determined that the selection of cloudlets according to the complexity level of the user
application reduces the problem-solving time. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Problem-solving time in different cloudlets
Cloudlet

Processor

Core

RAM

Operation System

C1
C2
C3

Intel Xeon E5-2650, 2.3 Ghz
Intel Core i7, 2.2 Ghz
Intel Core i5, 1.8 Ghz

16
8
2

32 GB
8 GB
4 GB

Windows 10 × 64 bit
Windows 10 × 64 bit
Windows 10 × 64 bit

Multiplication time of matrices
of size 10000 × 10000
(seconds)
3,1794
11,0634
14.0813

As seen from the table, when the matrix multiplication task is solved in cloud C1, the solution time will be 4.43
times less than in C3, which will reduce the power consumption of the mobile device in standby mode. If we increase
the size of the matrix, this number will increase repeatedly. As seen from the experiment, the disorderly placement of
users’ problems on the cloudlet network prolongs the problem-solving time. Computers with high computing
productivity solve tasks rapidly. Therefore, users’ tasks should be addressed by RCC to a cloudlet with high technical
capabilities, considering their level of complexity (format), so that the issue can be resolved rapidly. The sooner the task
is resolved, the lower the power consumption of the mobile device in standby mode.

7. Future Research
Future research will include studies in the field of cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing. It is planned to develop
methods and algorithms to solve problems such as development of a planning model for the efficient use of mobile
cloud resources, pre-deployment of high-frequency software applications in the cloudlet network, optimal modeling of
tasks and resources in mobile cloud computing environment, efficient and balanced use of cloudlets in cloud computing,
the method of placing cloudlets close to user to eliminate delays in communication channels, etc.

8. Conclusion
The paper focuses on a method of selecting cloudlets according to the complexity level of user applications. The
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usage of edge computing systems - cloudlet networks is proposed to eliminate resource shortages, power consumption,
and delays in communication channels on mobile devices. The architecture of cloud-based mobile cloud computing has
been analyzed to reduce the energy consumption of users using mobile cloud computing services on mobile devices.
Selection of the appropriate cloudlet from the arranged clodlets took (9 times) more time than the selection of the
cloudlet from the clustered set. An algorithm was developed providing sequence alignment of the cloudlets within the
cluster. Cloudlets were clustered according to their technical characteristics. The clustering was first performed by the
parameters corresponding to the operating frequency of cloudlets, then by the number of cores and the volume of RAM.
A method was proposed to select a cloudlet with high technical capabilities from the cloudlet sets according to the type
of application software. The proposed method provided reduction of energy consumption in mobile devices, rapid
processing of results, and reduction of network delays. Considering the complexity degree of mobile users’ applications
software, a comparison of their processing (solution) times in the corresponding cloudlets was analyzed. As Table 2
showed, when matrix multiplication was processed faster in cloud C1, the resolution time would be 4.43 times less than
in cloud C3, which would reduce the power consumption of the mobile device in standby mode. The proposed strategy
provided a reduction in energy consumption in mobile devices and fast processing of results.
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